Speaker Profile: HEATHER C. WRIGHT
Heather Wright is a powerful woman with a lot of stories to tell. As luck would
have it, she’s also a highly effective speaker whose riveted audiences carry her
message with them when they leave her lively presentations.
A widely respected business attorney, Heather couples her litigation skills and
business acumen to help her corporate and litigation clients make practical and
tactical decisions that serve their interests, not the wallets of attorneys. Her
ability to negotiate efficiently and effectively draws praise from clients who
recommend her to colleagues, friends and family.
While her skills and interests cover a lot of ground, Heather’s vision centers on
the need to riddle out puzzles, act with intent and find solutions that REALLY
work. “I was always interested in the law and politics growing up, specifically
the questions of who we are, and how we can best resolve our differences
and our problems.”
This practical perspective infuses all her speaking engagements, helping her
audiences see the path to real solutions for their personal challenges. She has a well-developed ability to engage
listeners and convey complex information as well as entertaining life lessons in a way that leaves them both
motivated and prepared to use their newly acquired skills.
Topics range from strategies for resolving specific legal and business challenges to broadly applicable skills that
facilitate personal growth and success in any context, business or personal. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Communication				
Business and Employment law		
Dealing with and overcoming adversity
Managing people and problems		
Having difficult conversations

•
•
•
•

Leadership			
Discipline			
Making decisions		
Hiring and firing		

•
•
•
•

Proactive thinking
Managing conflict
Motivation
Dispute resolution

Presentations can be tailored to meet the needs of various audiences and their specific goals or backgrounds.
Contact us today to schedule Heather to speak before your group and see just what everyone is talking about.
“Heather Wright is one of those rare people who is completely at ease and naturally funny when
she’s speaking in front of a group. She’s so comfortable when she’s presenting it’s as though she’s
talking to a friend. I always look forward to seeing Heather walk up to the podium because I know
I’m going learn something unexpected in a way that engages me and the rest of the audience.”
									Linda Zuk - FocusFive Consulting
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